
 

 

 

 

 

 

30th March 2009  

A low dishonest decade marches on 

“The challenges the United States faces are familiar territory to the people at the IMF. If you hid 

the name of the country and just showed them the numbers, there is no doubt what old IMF 

hands would say: nationalize troubled banks and break them up as necessary.” 

 

- Simon Johnson in „The Atlantic‟ magazine. 

 

 

Stephen Armstrong, writing about cult US police drama „The Wire‟ in yesterday‟s Sunday Times, 

sums up „the problem‟ as follows: 

 

“this whole show feels like a relentless and completely amoral battlefield in a decaying city where 
everyone is corrupt, incompetent, unpleasant or downright criminal, and anyone who tries for 

redemption is brutally killed.” 

 

He might as well have been writing about the financial markets circa 2009. W.H. Auden also 

captured the current mood in „September 1, 1939‟ which contains the following lines: 

 

“I sit in one of the dives 

On Fifty-second street 

Uncertain and afraid 

As the clever hopes expire 

Of a low dishonest decade.. 

Lest we should see where we are, 

Lost in a haunted wood,  

Children afraid of the night, 

Who have never been happy or good..” 

 

A final analogy this week from the world of poetry comes from W.B. Yeats‟ „The Second Coming‟: 

 

“Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world.. 

The best lack all conviction, while the worst 

Are full of passionate intensity.” 

 

Protesters this week are likely to target the City of London as some kind of symbol for the 

grotesque culture of risk-taking with other people‟s money that has triggered the worst financial 

crisis since the 1930s. While a bunch of greedy bankers are unlikely to find much public support 

(those with the inclination can even play Fat Cat Cashback here), those protesters would be 
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better off targeting Parliament. Because as Simon Johnson makes clear in a damning analysis for 

The Atlantic magazine, 

 

“elite business interests – financiers, in the case of the US – played a central role in creating the 

crisis, making ever-larger gambles, with the implicit backing of the government, until the inevitable 

collapse. More alarming, they are now using their influence to prevent precisely the sorts of 

reforms that are needed, and fast, to pull the economy out of its nosedive. The government seems 

helpless, or unwilling, to act against them.” 

 

Despite their majority control of multiple failed banking organisations, those same governments 

appear powerless to influence how discredited executives at those organisations get paid. It is 

almost as if those governments were determined to foster civic resentment and ultimately 

revolution. This is part and parcel of a „me first‟ political environment that sees senior officials in 

government routinely fiddling their expenses and leaving the taxpayer to pick up the tab. If we 

cannot control the behaviour of our elected representatives, why should we expect to trust self-

interested financiers in the private sector ? Maybe we do get the government we deserve. 

 

It is an open question whether our culture will change to see, in Churchill‟s words, finance less 

proud and industry more content. Because the crisis has taken some surprising turns. Japan, which 

as Peter Tasker puts it, sat in its hotel room sipping mineral water while the rest of the industrial 

world binged, has emerged with the biggest hangover. On a year-on-year basis, its exports halved 

in February. (Straws in the wind though they may be, there is finally some tentative evidence of 

domestic equity buying in Japan.) The US, ground zero of the crisis, has seen its currency soar 

even as the dollar printing presses gear into overdrive. In an accelerated proof of the malign 

workings of chaos theory, private sector banking malfeasance has now raised the very real 

prospect of sovereign defaults. Less stable governments are certainly collapsing. 

 

And so it is exquisitely difficult to find conviction in sensible investment themes when the financial 

and economic landscape and the increasingly desperate ad hoc political responses are changing on 

a daily basis. The manipulation of the government bond markets in the US and the UK will have 

unforecastable impacts on inflation, currency prices and equity prices too. Rigging the supposedly 
“risk-free” rate – namely the yield on government bonds – through quantitative easing completely 

distorts any attempt at meaningful valuation for assets priced on a relative basis against it, such as 

equities, and for that matter corporate debt. And Tim Geithner‟s latest toxic asset plan looks set 

to distort the market for the very assets that are the proximate cause of this crisis. In any event, 

there is a total misalignment of interests between the taxpayer who bears most of the risk and 

Wall Street which, yet again, is granted leverage and little money down and the opportunity to 

make out like the bandit it is.  

 

Patrick Perret-Green of Citigroup meanwhile articulates what he sees as a somewhat self-deluding 

sense of hope and relief on the part of equity investors; hope in some form of mean reversion in 

equity prices, and relief that the low could finally be in: 

 

“When out and about, talking with people, there remains an overwhelming perception that things 

will return to something less excessive, but not hugely dissimilar to what life was like before the 

crash. Concepts of continual deleveraging, high savings ratios, persistently high unemployment, 

fiscal claw-back and a transformed lending environment just don‟t seem to register. Furthermore 

those in the world of equity haven‟t adjusted to the concept of persistently low nominal GDP 

growth that could last for a decade. Future earnings estimates remain in denial on this basis.” 

 

Asset allocation has surely never been more difficult. Central bank monetary policy has annihilated 

cash as a viable investment even as private sector banks throughout the world are desperate to 
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attract the stuff – you couldn‟t make it up. They have begun to distort fundamental valuations in 

the government bond markets, which already look overbought on anything other than the 

prospect of sustained deflation, the likelihood of which is surely remote in an unfettered fiat 

currency world. An insidious process of competitive currency devaluation has, in turn, begun. 

Administrations throughout the world appear to believe that the best way to save the global 

financial and trading system is to try and destroy it. 

 

One of the many quotable quotes from Alice Schroeder‟s recent biography of Warren Buffett is 

his observation that “cash plus courage to invest in a crisis is priceless”. But what sort of cash 

should we hold ? What sort of money ? What store of value ? Two thousand years of history 

punctuated by human folly and the extraordinary current experiment of massive money printing 

suggest that, far from being a barbarous relic, gold is now the go-to asset – and currency – of 

choice.  

 

As regards equity investments, there can be no clear answer, and those with the passionate 

intensity to claim possession of one are probably not the best advocates. In the absence of high 

conviction, the prudent course is surely to diversify amongst the highest quality assets across a 

range of asset classes: absolute return and managed multi-asset funds (as opposed to speculative 

hedge funds); high quality corporate bonds and inflation-linked government bonds; defensive blue 

chip equities; and gold and silver, the monetary metals. Not in God but in Gold we trust. 

 

As the City braces for this week‟s human blizzards, it might be better not to recall that what finally 

pulled the US out of its economic slump in the 1930s was not FDR‟s New Deal. It was America‟s 

belated entry into the second World War. 
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